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the political sections, and with this in view it gave them powers
over the rural population.
Thenceforward the local Soviet officials, the Communist
party representatives, the secretaries of district committees,
the presidents of executive committees, etc.—all these bodies
were enumerated in the decree—were made personally respon-
sible for seeing that the instructions given and the standards
set up by the Central Committee were in no single instance
modified by local concessions. "Contrary to the practice in
previous years, no dereliction of the duty of delivering grain
immediately will be tolerated." "Contrary to the practice of
previous years," the decree goes on, "grain deliveries will take
place solely in accordance with fixed standards [i.e. those laid
down by the Government beforehand]. In no circumstances
and in no case will the introduction of 'contrary plans' by local
modifications be tolerated." In other words, the local authorities
were to be prevented from taking pity on the peasants' distress
and correspondingly reducing the amounts requisitioned.
"Contrary to the practice of past years," so begins the third
paragraph, too, "the grain must be delivered immediately with-
out delay, since the decisive months are always the same.5*
Another passage lays down that the trade in grain hitherto
m* permitted to the Zakupkhleb> the official purchasing organiza-
tion, is prohibited, and all the State and party officials—
the  categories  being  once   again  enumerated—are made
personally responsible for such "crimes" in the case of any
infraction.
The purpose of this decree (based on the law of January 10,
1933), becomes apparent from a speech delivered from the
Ukraine Dictator, Postyschev, at a plenary meeting of the
Central Committee of the Communist party in the Ukraine. It
is hard to believe that, in a time of the most acute distress,
when the whole world was already beginning to be aware of
the calamity, the emissary of Moscow in the Ukraine capital
could make a declaration amounting to a strict order to his

